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The I-STAR lab is developing a dedicated cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) scanner
at Johns Hopkins University (JHU) for the detection and evaluation of intracranial hemorrhage. In
the envisioned application, the scanner will be brought to the stroke patient and diagnosed at the
point of care. Our project focuses on developing a digital simulator software and physical phantom
in conjunction to aid in scanner characterization and validation of perfusion imaging techniques.
We simulate the scanning process by first forward-projecting a digital head phantom enhanced by
a simulated time attenuation curve following a gamma-variate function. By implementing a faster
scaled forward projection, a 10-fold improvement in computational performance was observed,
enabling testing of a number of relevant scanning parameters. Our reconstruction results with
filtered backprojection show a trade off between spatial resolution of the images and temporal
sampling of the time attenuation curve. To perform physiologically realistic perfusion imaging, a
physical phantom was constructed to resemble blood flow in human brain capillaries based on a
phantom developed by Wood et al. 2015. We were able to validate that our phantom is working
as desired and ready to be tested on a CT scanner. Together, the digital simulator and physical
phantom form a general-purpose system for characterization and assessment of perfusion imaging
with CBCT scanners.

I. Project Motivation and

Relevance

In the United States, acute stroke is the third
leading cause of death. Responsible for ap-
proximately 1 in 15 deaths, stroke affects

approximately 700,000 individuals in the US
annually. There are two types of stroke. Is-
chemic stroke is a lack of blood flow to certain
regions of the brain due to a blockage of a ves-
sel while hemorrhagic stroke is either a brain
aneurysm burst or a weakened blood vessel
leak. Approximately 80% of stroke cases are
ischemic in nature and the remaining 20% are
hemorrhagic.The rapid and reliable visualiza-
tion of blood flow in the brain at the point
of care is critical for differentiating between
ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke.

These different types of stroke are identified
using conventional, unenhanced CT scans to
locate regions of hemorrhage in the brain. Cur-

rent approaches towards treatment of ischemic
stroke in particular, frequently involves throm-
bolytic drugs designed to dissolve blood clots.
However, use of these drugs is limited to a time
window as the chance of hemorrhage increases
with increased waiting time post stroke occur-
rence. Rapid data acquisition, diagnosis, and
treatment are paramount factors in improving
outcomes in these stroke cases.

One technique used to diagnose ischemic
stroke includes a combination of CT angiogra-
phy (CTA) and CT perfusion imaging (CTP).
CTA focuses on the anatomical aspect of the
diagnosis by targeting specific regions associ-
ated with vessel blockage. This technique is
based on contrast-enhanced imaging to better
visualize the blood vessel architecture. CTA
requires an approximate steady state level of
contrast during the image acquisition. On the
other hand, CTP focuses on the physiological
aspect of the diagnosis and aids in determining
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Figure 1: Time attenuation curve showing perfusion parameters

recoverable and irrecoverable regions of tissue.
CTP tracks the motion of circulating iodinated
contrast, known as a contrast bolus, as it moves
through the vasculature.

The underlying goal of CT perfusion imag-
ing aims to identify regions in the brain which
can be categorized to an ischemic core of criti-
cally irreversible tissue and into a penumbra,
a region which is severely damaged but recov-
erable. Once the scan is performed, imaging
software is used to generate a time attenua-
tion curve (TAC) for each voxel in the image.
Using these resulting TACs (Fig.1), perfusion
parameters such as cerebral blood flow (CBF),
cerebral blood volume (CBV), and mean tran-
sit time (MTT) are then calculated. Based on
these parameters, physicians can localize the
penumbra and ischemic core.

A dedicated CBCT scanner is currently be-
ing developed at Johns Hopkins University,
specifically for the detection and evaluation of
intracranial hemorrhage (Fig. 2). Our project is
concerned with evaluating the feasibility of
applying this scanner towards diagnosis of
ischemic stroke in addition to hemorrhagic
stroke. We are especially interested in the
potential for brain perfusion imaging in ex-
pediting the diagnosis of ischemic stroke by

performing the perfusion imaging at the point
of care.

Figure 2: Head Scanner developed by I-STAR Lab at
JHMI
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In order to validate a CT scanner for perfu-
sion imaging, initial testing is necessary with
a physiologically realistic brain phantom. A
digital simulator is useful in understanding
the optimal scanning parameters as well as the
effects of various degrees of contrast enhance-
ment. Our project aims to develop a digital
and physical brain perfusion imaging phan-
tom to test and evaluate the feasibility and
performance of the CBCT scanner for charac-
terization of perfusion parameters relevant to
detection of ischemic stroke. In so doing, this
digital simulator and physical phantom may
be used as general platform to evaluate CT
scanners for perfusion imaging.

II. Technical Approach

1. Digital Simulator Overview and Design

In order to thoroughly investigate the im-
pact of the aforementioned parameters, we
implemented a digital simulator of perfusion
imaging. Due to the computational overhead
of simulating a forward projected CBCT scan,
we utilized CUDA tool software to enable par-
allel GPU processing. Figure 3 shows a flow
chart of our digital simulator. The inputs to our
digital simulator include the following: head
phantom image, selected regions of interest,
time attenuation curve parameters, and scan-
ner geometry inputs. The head phantom image
is taken from [insert information]. The regions
of interest (ROIs) can be selected based on a
sphere defined by a radius and center or a
manually identified set of voxels. These ROIs
are presented as binary masks which may be
optionally smoothed using a Gaussian kernel.
The TAC input is defined as a gamma-variate
function (Fig. 4). The parameters are maxi-
mum enhancement, delay time, time at which
the maximum occurs, and an alpha parameter
defining the shape of the curve defined in the
following equation.

y(t′) = ymax · t′α exp(α(1− t′)), t′ =
(t− t0)

tmax − t0

Inputs can also be defined for the scanner
which include detector size, source to axis dis-
tance (SAD), source to detector distance (SDD),
frame rate, sweep angle, and scan speed. The
method of rotation may also be defined to be a
continuous unidirectional rotation or a bidirec-
tional partial sweep.

There are two forward projection methods
which were considered: brute force and faster
scaling. The brute force method enhances a
selected ROI in the head phantom image by a
value determined by the TAC. This 3D matrix is
then transferred to the GPU to perform separa-
ble footprint forward projection. Despite the ef-
ficient hardware implementation, this process
must be repeated for each time point and thus
poses a computational challenge. Due to these
limitations, we propose a faster scaling method
which significantly improves performance. In
this method, the head phantom and the ROIs
separately undergo a static forward projection.
The ROI projection data is then enhanced by a
value determined by the TAC and added to the
head phantom projection data. This method
works due to the linearity of the line integral
operator as the enhancement value may be fac-
tored out of the integral. Instead of forward
projecting at each time point, this method only
requires a projection for the head phantom and
for each ROI. Therefore, the forward projected
head phantom and ROI may be efficiently com-
bined knowing only the enhancement scaling
as shown in the following equations.

∫
SDD

(
µhead phantom + µenhancement

)
dL

∫
SDD

µhead phantomdL + µenhancement

∫
ROI

dL

The forward projected data then becomes
the input for the next step of filtered backpro-
jection. We initially used full sweep reconstruc-
tions and transitioned to partial short recon-
structions sweeping over 180 degrees + fan an-
gle, ensuring that the Parker weights were well
defined. Our analysis of our reconstruction in-
cluded varying time scan for a fixed frame rate
and sweep angle. We quantified the tradeoff
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Figure 3: Flow chart of digital simulator

between spatial and temporal resolution by fit-
ting the reconstructed data points to a gamma
variate function. The goodness of fit was eval-
uated by calculating root mean squared error
(RMSE) between our curve fit and the original
TAC.

Figure 4: Gamma-variate function

2. Physical Phantom Overview, Design,
and Setup

While the digital phantom is capable of sim-
ulating a wide range of theoretical results, a
physical phantom is necessary to quantify vari-
ability associated with data collection. In or-
der to accurately assess perfusion parameters
with the CBCT scanner, the physical phantom
seeks to model the neurovasculature found
in the human body. We performed a litera-
ture search for existing phantoms. Among
the several phantoms surveyed, we chose to
base our design on the approach proposed by
Wood et. al (2015), hereby referred to as the
Wood phantom. Our decision was motivated
by simplicity, reproducibility, quality of results,
as well as physiological realism. This phan-
tom has an overall cylindrical shape with 196
square channels of various diameter capillaries
(300um and 600um) which made up the inside
volume where flow occurred. The schematic
from the Wood phantom design is shown in
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Figure 5: Wood phantom schematic

Figure 6: Physical phantom setup
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Figure 7: CAD design of physical phantom

Figure 5.

We also obtained the Masterflex L/S Econ-
omy Peristaltic Pump System, the Medrad
Mark V Plus Contrast Injector and Omnipaque
contrast agent to be used in our setup. We
created a flow system which incorporated a
contrast bolus from the injector with water cy-
cled from the pump through a Y-shaped con-
nector into our phantom and finally collected
in a reservoir. Our setup is shown in Figure 6.

Our phantom was designed using Solid-
Works and printed using the Stratasys Con-
nex3 Objet 500 3D printer. We chose to make
several modifications to the Wood phantom in-
cluding barbed-tube fittings at the end of the
cap, water-tight seal, and a modular design to
vary the capillary diameter (Fig. 7). The phan-
tom was aligned along the XY direction of the
printer with the channels of the phantom par-
allel to the build plate to ensure uniform sized
holes. The printing time took approximately
2 hours and 15 minutes. To clean the support
material from the channels followed a two step
process. First we manually removed the sup-

port material using a high pressure water-jet
and secondly used acupuncture needles to in-
dividually clean out each channel.

To characterize the achievable flow rates
under different pump settings, we performed
several validation experiments. These included
running the pump at different settings both
with and without the phantom. The flow rates
were calculated by measuring the dispensed
volume of water over a given time period. In
each case, flow rates were computed by mea-
suring the time required for the setup to pump
80 ml of water.

III. Results

Figure 9 shows the output flow rate from our
physical phantom setup with various pump
settings. We see that the flow rate does not
vary significantly with or without the perfu-
sion chamber in the flow loop. This validates
that our phantom is allowing fluid to pass
through with minimal resistance for the peri-
staltic pump to overcome.
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Figure 8: a) 600um channels of physical phantom b-c) Phantom chamber inside caps

Figure 9: Flow rate vs. pump setting
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Figure 10: a) Original time attenuation curve b) Line integral through middle of ROI for each projection

Our faster scaling forward projection
method is able to achieve about a 10-fold in-
crease in computational speed over the brute
force method. We validated that our forward
projection faithfully represented the TAC by
plotting the middle line integral through the
ROI for each projection and comparing it to
the original TAC (Fig. 10).

Figure 11: Table of RMSE vs. scan time

These line integrals reproduced the same
shape and location in time as the original TAC.
Figures 12-14 shows our results of varying scan
time in our filtered backprojection reconstruc-

tion. The results suggest a clear tradeoff be-
tween image quality and temporal sampling
as the scan time was varied. A short scan time
results in a high sampling of the TAC but poor
image quality (Fig. 12). Conversely, a long scan
time results in sparser sampling but higher im-
age quality (Fig. 14).Table 1 shows an analysis
of the RMSE for each scan time. The RMSE sig-
nificantly increases when the scan time is too
small and not enough projections are acquired
for one sweep. The data also suggest that there
may be an optimal scan time which minimizes
the RMSE (Fig.11).
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Figure 12: a) Reconstructed Image of 2s scan b) Time attenuation sampling results of 2s scan

Figure 13: a) Reconstructed Image of 5s scan b) Time attenuation sampling results of 5s scan
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Figure 14: a) Reconstructed Image of 10s scan b) Time attenuation sampling results of 10s scan

Figure 15: Timeline
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IV. Deliverables

I. Minimum

X� Survey existing product landscape and
literature for physical phantom

X� Generate time attenuation curves for a
wide range of stroke cases in digital phan-
tom

X� Complete a forward projection of a re-
gion of interest in the digital head phan-
tom

X� Design CAD of physical phantom

II. Expected

X� Account for various scan speeds, rotation
methods, enhancement curves, regions of
interest, and computational cost of digital
phantom

X� Obtain parts/equipment or phantom

X� Fabricate phantom and begin initial test-
ing

X� Complete a reconstruction method of the
projection data

III. Maximum

X� Assess limitations of digital simulation

Thorough testing and measurements of
time attenuation profiles and perfusion
parameters in the phantom

Submission to a Conference

V. Dependencies

1. Dependencies for Digital Phantom

• Access to a GPU Workstation (Met)

• Access to CUDA Tools (Met)

• Digital Brain Phantom (Met)

2. Dependencies for Physical Phantom

• Access and training for 3D Printer
in Carnegie at JHMI (Met)

• Access and training for machine
shop at JHMI (Met)

• Access to a CT scanner for testing
(Met)

3. Advising Dependencies

• Funding for physical phantom com-
ponent (Met)

• Availability of collaborators (Met)

VI. Timeline and Management

Plan

VII. Conclusion

We were able to meet the aforementioned
dependencies necessary for completing the
project. We completed the entirety of our mini-
mum and expected deliverable. However, since
we spent a considerable amount of time to
ensure a high quality digital phantom were
unable to attain our maximum deliverable of
testing the physical component.

As we have shown, our physical phantom
is functional and capable of transitioning to
scanning with the head scanner. As alluded
to in this work, filtered backprojection has cer-
tain limitations in obtaining high image qual-
ity for shorter scan times. This idea strongly
motivates the use of a model based iterative
reconstruction method. Nevertheless, we have
made significant progress in developing a phys-
ical phantom and digital simulator to be used
in the validation of CT scanners for perfusion
imaging applications.
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